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Nevada Fines Manufacturers $17.4 Million for
Failing to Explain Diabetes Drug Price Hikes
Last week, Nevada fined 21 pharmaceutical companies $17.4 million
for failing to submit a report explaining recent, significant increases in
diabetes drug price as required by the state’s 2017 drug cost
transparency law. Faced with drug price increases that far outpace
inflation, states across the country are enacting transparency laws
designed to shed light on what’s driving drug price hikes. Nevada’s
2017 prescription drug transparency law is unique with its focus on
diabetes and asthma medications.

Congress Builds on State Laws to Protect
Consumers from Surprise Medical Bills
States have taken the lead in enacting consumer protections against
surprise medical bills. This fall, Congressional leaders have proposed
several new bills that would enact protections nationwide – some of
which defer to or supplement existing state laws. This updated
NASHP chart compares nine proposals currently pending in
Congress.

State Insurance Reforms Tackle Price
Transparency, Costs, and the Uninsured
State insurance regulators are finalizing rate filings and preparing for
the 2020 enrollment season, with early indicators suggesting small
increases to individual market premiums, but larger hikes to employer
plan premiums. This blog examines what policymakers in California,
Connecticut, and Nevada are doing to improve consumer access to
affordable, high-value coverage.

34 States Have Passed Prescription Drug
Cost Bills this Year

*Vermont passed an importation bill in 2018 and updated it in 2019. Colorado, Florida, and Maine each enacted importation
bills in 2019. 
**Includes New York’s Medicaid drug cap, Maryland’s anti-price-gouging law (later struck down in court),
Massachusetts’ enhanced negotiating authority, and Maryland and Maine’s drug affordability boards.

So far in 2019, 34 states have enacted 55 prescription drug pricing
laws, the highest number since NASHP began tracking state
prescription drug legislation in 2017. The consistent increase in this
activity across politically and geographically diverse states
underscores that rising drug costs is a bipartisan, nationwide issue.
State efforts to address drug prices may also inform federal action --
lawmakers are currently considering proposals in both the House
and Senate. To see all state legislative activity on drug pricing,
explore NASHP’s Legislative Tracker .

Federal Judge Gives Go-Ahead to First Safe
Injection Site
A federal judge ruled last week that the nation’s first proposed safe
injection site does not violate the 1986 Controlled Substances Act,
giving communities one more tool to fight the opioid epidemic. The
Department of Justice (DOJ) had sued to stop Philadelphia’s
Safehouse operation, which features medically-supervised injections
to prevent overdoses and easy referrals to treatment. The judge
wrote, “the ultimate goal of Safehouse’s proposed operation is to
reduce drug use, not facilitate it.” Studies found similar facilities in
Canada and Europe have curbed HIV transmission, averted lethal
overdoses, and helped people enter treatment.

#NASHPCONF19 Presentations Now
Available on our Website
More than 80 slideshow presentations made by expert state
policymakers at NASHP’s 32nd Annual State Health Policy
Conference are available. They address dozens of issues, including
state action on climate change, health care and Rx cost controls, and
substance use disorder treatment. Review a list of sessions here ,
and select the individual speaker’s presentation you wish to view.
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Webinar for State Officials
Only: Innovations in Medicaid
Pharmacy Benefit
Management Policies - A
Look at Three States 
3:30-4:30 p.m. (ET) 
Friday, Nov. 1, 2019
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Federal Oversight
and State Data to
Ensure Childhood
Screening
NASHP features a new
General Accounting Office
report, Medicaid: Additional
CMS Data and Oversight
Needed to Help Ensure
Children Receive
Recommended Screenings ,
that details all states’
reported Early and Periodic
Screening, Diagnostic, and
Treatment (EPSDT) data
and examines federal
oversight of the EPSDT
benefit. View other
resources at the Healthy
Child Development State
Resource Center , supported
by the David and Lucile
Packard Foundation. Submit
new resources to
ehiggins@nashp.org .

National Academy for State Health Policy
The National Academy for State Health Policy is a nonpartisan forum of policymakers
throughout state governments, learning, leading and implementing innovative solutions
to health policy challenges. 
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